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hindered not only by political but also by linguistic barriers. As a result of the peace treaties 
putting an end to the Monarchy, the still multilingual Hungarian Kingdom reorganised itself 
with an exclusive Hungarian-language dominance. The supplanting of minority languages 
from public life was raised to the level of conscious state policy. This was facilitated by the 
fact that the minority communities living now in Hungary had generally left their original 
home region before the development of a standard literary language, consequently the 
language they spoke in the 20th century were archaic dialectal versions hardly adapted to 
meet the communication needs of this modern era. 
 
The forced or voluntary resettlement of populations after WWII still enhanced the 
“effectiveness” of the forced linguistic assimilation that went on between the two world wars. 
The resettlement fundamentally destroyed minority communities, weakened their identity 
and speeded up their assimilation. Although the minority policy carried out before 1990 
recognised some minority communities and seemingly supported the transmission of 
minority cultures and the development of an educational basis, cultural assimilation and the 
diminution of the role of minority languages continued.  
 
As a consequence of this, the majority of minorities living in Hungary today profess dual or 
multiple affiliation: their ties to the Hungarian culture and language are as strong as (or 
sometimes  stronger than)  their original nationality ties.  
 
The last census took place in Hungary in 2001. Accordingly, the population of the country 
was 10,198,000 at the turn of the century. The proportion of people belonging to the 13 
minorities within the whole population is rather low: in 1990 and in 2001 it only reached 
2.5% and 3.2% respectively. When evaluating these data, we have to consider that 
answering  affiliation-related questions was not compulsory, and the willingness to declare 
one’s identity is still influenced by negative historical experiences. 
 

Results of the 2001 census 
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Bulgarian 1370 1299 -5,2% .. 1358  1693 1118 86,1 
Gypsy/Roma 48072 48685 1,3 142683 190046 33,2 129259 53323 109,5 
Greek 1640 1921 17,1 .. 2509  6140 1974 102,8 
Croatian 17577 14345 -18,4 13570 15620 15,1 19715 14788 103,1 
Polish 3788 2580 -31,9 .. 2962  3983 2659 103,1 
German 37511 33792 -9,9 30824 62233 101,9 88416 53040 157,0 
Armenian 37 294 694,6 .. 620  836 300 102,0 
Romanian 8730 8482 -2,8 10740 7995 -25,6 9162 8215 96,9 
Serbian 2953 3388 14,7 2905 3816 31,4 5279 4186 123,6 
Slovak 12745 11816 -7,3 10459 17692 69,2 26631 18056 152,8 
Slovenian 2627 3187 21,3 1930 3040 57,5 3442 3119 97,9 
Ruthenian 1113  .. 1098  1292 1068 96,0 
Ukrainian 

674 
4885  .. 5070  4779 4519 92,5 

 
Total 137724 135787 -1,4 213111 314059  300627 166365 122,5 
Budapest  16061   29884  35372 21958 136,7 
Countryside  53973   115262  115520 66920 124,0 
Villages  65754   168914  149735 77488 117,8 

 
Based on the data of the Central Office of Statistics 
Compiled by the Office for National and Ethnic Minorities 
 
Similarly to earlier census returns, the 2001 data also highlighted the fact that minorities live 
geographically scattered throughout the country and they generally constitute a minority 
within the settlements they inhabit. The former regional localisation of minority communities 
is no longer possible; the exodus towards urban centres has started also among them. This 




